


grey/gray  
natures notes
Always elemental, sophisticated and stable.  Our pieces 
easily blend within a collection creating  the unexpected.
Luscious sizes and materials. The softest natural cashmere, 
dyed and  printed merino. Crisp and bright cotton silk. 
DO Dive in.





moody blues
always true

Horizon blue,  indigo, cerulean, cornflower, azure, navy ultramarine, 
sapphire - as many names as we have materials.  Cashmere, merino 
and silk/cotton to name a few, large, midi and mini sizes too.





pink & perky

From the palest cowerie to bonkers fuchsia.  Shocking PINK. You can chose 
total immersion or a dapper high light.  Silk taffeta, daring print and dye hues,  
recycled sari edges.  Ready to dive in?





olive
shaken not stirred
Shaken + stirred.  The colour range in our custom woven cashmere, 100% 
merino, blended cotton silk + recycled sari edges. A diverse colour range 
indeed!  Time to explore? 





cotton white
classic every season
Classic everyday.  Milled ,painted and printed.   Serve, display or hang on the wall 
- form and function.  Made in small batches.  Get in LINE!





ginger spice
our pop group

Our Pop group! 
Warm shades from cracking cayenne to bricky red.  Coral and scarlet 
YUM all here in the mix.  Heck Yes!   Get your groove on and check 
them out.





Susy Pilgrim Waters and Keith Waters are partners in PilgrimWaters. Together they established - PilgrimWaters the company - in 2012 and today 
they design and manufacture their own unique collection of practical and beautiful products.

Susy’s passion for textiles and surface design result in of one-of-a-kind apparel.  Woven cashmere and merino wool scarves and throws are 
exquisitely handmade and printed with Susy’s unique surface designs. More recently, cotton and silk woven in India are beautifully handprinted 
and then stitched into dresses and scarves as well as large heirloom quality throws. Keith’s 3D experience informs a functional, practical, small 
batch handcrafted end tables and trays that are carefully made by hand and printed in his workshop in Boston MA. 

Born and raised in Great Britain and now based in Boston USA, Keith and Susy’s range of home and apparel products draw on their professional 
backgrounds. Susy is an award-winning illustrator and Keith pioneered software in computer graphics. Their experience informs a modern, hand-
crafted aesthetic with expert fabrication in the USA as well as overseas by their selected artisans in Nepal and India.



Susy and Keith are design and makers and together we have created a home lifestyle company with our own modern textiles and small furniture pieces.  We care about 
functional design and exclusively use Susy’s artwork - which originates from years of commercial illustration and design experience - to create heirloom quality pieces.

 We work closely with artisans in Nepal and India for small scale textile manufacturing with our authentic designs.  In addition, we also hand-craft small batches of 
modern designer trays and stands which are milled from maple and baltic plywood and then silk screened in our workshop in Boston MA.

For wholesale pricing and details please contact us directly at sales@pilgrimwaters.com





For wholesale product pricing please contact us directly: sales@pilgrimwaters.com


